The large city is said that heat island advances. The authors made weather indexes such as degree days using weather data in every hour of recent 50 years. Prediction is enabled the near future of the weather indexes. Then, we calculated annual cooling and heating loads of 50 years using LESCOM program every one minute. We demanded the correlation of annual cooling and heating loads and weather indexes and performed cooling and heating load prediction in the near future of the office. In conclusion, the heating loads tend to decrease and cooling loads tend to increase.
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The near future prediction of the winter weather indexes are for the temperature, the heating degree day Dh18, for the temperature and the humidity, the heating enthalpy day Eh30, for the humidity, the heating humidity day Hh7.6 chose by the evaluation by the residual error dispersion. The prediction is good in the near future using these weather indexes. Every weather indexes decrease in the near future.
Like the winter season, near future prediction of the summer weather indexes, as for the temperature, the cooling degree day Dc26, as for the temperature and the humidity, the cooling enthalpy day Ec60, as for the humidity, the cooling humidity day Hc12.1. There is the near future of Dc26 and Ec60 in a tendency to increase and Hc12.1 decrease. The weather index to predict annual cooling and heating loads should use these weather figures.
Then, we calculated annual cooling and heating loads of 50 years using LESCOM program every one minute.
Near future prediction of heating loads
The prediction by four weather indexes (Dh18,Eh30,Hc7.6, winter season accumulated solar radiation Sow), followed by 3 indexes (Dh18,Hc7.6,Sow) is good for the near future prediction of the heating loads. The heating loads tend to decrease. About 56.9 -370.9MJ decrease per a year. It is predicted that an annual rate of 0.3-2.5% decrease in 
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